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 A must read for all people who appreciate deep personal stories or have someone you care about on the
spectrum that they would like to understand better. The reserve follows Michelle in discovering her past
and takes the reader with her on her journey to receiving and accepting her medical diagnosis. Instead of
rehashing accessible Asperger's information, Michelle focuses on discussing the thoughts, feelings and
concepts that go with being an Aspie, offering us a uncommon peek into exactly what it feels like to be a
person on the spectrum."Asperger's on the Inside" is an acutely honest and frequently highly entertaining
memoir by Michelle Vines about lifestyle with Asperger's Syndrome.
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Recommend for just about any belated adult-diagnosed ASD person. We finally finished _Asperger's on the
Inside_ by Michelle Vines, so when an autistic individual only diagnosed myself at age 39, I possibly could
really identify with the life span narratives that Michelle lays away in her engaging publication. Your
presentation was amazing as well. My go-to pre-DX label was that of "introvert", but while this is not
wrong, it's woefully inadequate, and Michelle's very visceral existence experiences get this to patently clear.
I could very much relate to having friends yet managing to alienate them without ever understanding truly
why. I could relate to being in workplace conditions, and following the letter-of-the-law written objectives
verbatim yet ultimately still failing because I didn't "get" the "unwritten" cultural guidelines of the same
workplace. “Asperger’s on the Inside” is usually a different memoir and perspective on how it is to possess
high functioning Aspergers yet have struggles. nothing I could ever show in court, but still real yet. There
is so much of Michelle's experience that deeply resonates for me personally, because of the preferring
subdued light when arriving at work each day. Excellent! The book's summary is Michelle finally getting
together with and learning to relate with fellow Large Functioning Adult-Diagnosed fellow Aspies, myself
among them. I am quoted in the reserve in a few places and I'm also able to attest that conference
fellow adult Aspies was quite the watershed instant in my own life as well. I'm glad Michelle wrote this
publication and hope it will provide motivation and solace to other adult Aspies out there who may feel as if

they're isolated and by itself within their struggles and that no one understands them. We do understand
you, our ASD brothers and sisters, and desire you to attain out and find your neurodivergent kin in
cyberspace and in the physical globe around you. My buddy and I are different, but after scanning this
reserve and seeing the distinctions in Michelle Vines and my brother, I was open to the chance that I too
could possess Asperger's. We have to be there for every other in a hostile and indifferent world that
wasn't created for us. I was interested to learn the point of look at from the within of an Aspie head,
but I'm not taking pleasure in it so I'll pass. I must say i liked this reserve and found it very useful! This
book is crucial read. I must admit, I acquired to create her on Facebook just to tell her how much I
appreciated this book! :-) It's like reading a discussion with a reliable friend Reading Michelle's book is
certainly a rare experience. Strongly suggested for anyone. Great read for those interested in Asperger's.
I'm nearing the finish, and I'm going to miss it! What I found unique of other books in this area is
definitely that she analyzes why points are as they are in so many areas we Aspies have a problem with and
explains the situations and why things go because they perform with us on the planet. We're here, we've
always been here, and we're not going aside. There are numerous more reasons why I feel I, as well, could
have Asperger's needless to say, but Michelle's reserve "Asperger's inside" help me to find what it's like for
anyone who has it and will speak quite a bit about it. She is extremely smart and well written! I adore her
design of composing and how open up and honest she is with the viewers. I assume I just wished to read a
tale that was more highly relevant to my circumstance. This book is very relatable and assists me
understand my son so much more. A+ Story I am only halfway through the publication but am publishing
this because I would like to let others know how great a go through Michelle's story is. It's comfortable
and informal. She begins slowly, easing you into the format of the reserve and her quirky feeling of humour
will take off immediately. She tells her story, interspersed with answering queries and other topics of
interest. It's an easy read but comprehensive and gives a clear insight in to the inner world of this Aspie.
Best for non-Aspies looking for understanding and for recently discovered Aspies to better understand
themselves. Exciting and honest . This . Reading Michelle's memoir has experienced almost like communicating
with someone and learning them. In addition to for individuals who want to comprehend us better. We

spent a Saturday and read this book. That is an autobiography of a woman identified as having ASD after
reaching adulthood. The book is done in a issue and reply format that appears quite fitting for the author.
I found her publication to be very engaging and insightful regarding the interpersonal struggles she faced
with work;. This is a story of self-discovery and self-acceptance that ends on a high note. I think it



advances my understanding of my son who is not as willing to be as forthcoming as Ms. Vines. It's like
reading a discussion with a reliable friend. college and in developing friendships.. Clear to see her points, so
when I explore each chapter I am viewing how I want I possibly could have had a friend like her
developing up. An accessible, enjoyable read I've been dipping in and out of the book over an interval of
almost 8 weeks.it really is heartfelt, warm, and so relatable for me. This won't disappoint. I've been doing a
lot of reading to understand about autism from the perspective of autistic adults, and I'm glad to have
found Michelle's book as part of that process. I could hardly wait to complete! She opens up her globe with
each chapter create as a issue and answer (with the solution being a story). My brother was diagnosed
with Asperger's syndrome when he was about 30 yrs . old.. I think it had been so smart to tell most of her
story before getting into the diagnostic details of Asperger's. In the event that you suspect you may have,
or have been diagnosed with Asperger's, choose it up. I thought that was a purely personal quirk of my
own so it was a bit of a shock to find out it's a reasonably common point among my fellow Aspies. Loved
this book!. We spent a Saturday and browse this publication. but we do jump around. I was reading even
more specialized books on Aspergers/Autism simultaneously that offered me great information, but enjoyed
that I possibly could relate to so lots of the life stories in this book. We am assisting my fabulous,
wonderful, interesting, quirky cousin who was diagnosed with Aspergers in his teenagers with his auto

biography and made a decision to browse this to get another first person perspective. Wow. Michelle wrote
with humour, honesty and wit. I adored “Aspergers on the Inside”. I found your reserve to be very
engaging and insightful concerning the public struggles you faced with work;. I spent a few hours on a trip
reading it (so that it isn’t overweight) and loved every minute. I've experienced the same kinds of place of
work discrimination the Michelle has; Many thanks! The book is performed in a question and answer format
that works well and can be easy to check out. Michelle bravo for you.. college and in developing friendships
was such an eye opener but so believable. This is a story of self-discovery and self-acceptance that ends on
a high. Would recommend it to friends and family for sure!.. I am a verified purchaser in AUSTRALIA ?? An
excessive amount of introspection and lack of cohesion I love introspection but this book was too much
for me. Over-analyzing every flavor and behavior through the lens of Asperger, the writer fails to become
cohesive with a narrative that stops, sides-step, dates back, goes forward, until I just couldn't sustain
curiosity. I could relate to so a lot of things she was mentioning, I thought ''hey maybe I am Asperger
myself''. Ultimately, I believe many people have 'Asperger' characteristics as actual personality traits so
what defines if you have enough of them to BE Asperger or not? The author's way of constantly breaking
the fourth wall structure with 'you may say', 'I'm sorry if', 'you might think' etc turns into annoying.
Introspection is good, meticulous dissection is certainly a bit much. Open, honest, and relatable! Great I
thoroughly enjoyed reading it, and felt like I could relate to several of your experiences. I can also see it
as an excellent book for somebody who is close to an Aspie. Externally it might look as somebody who is
beautiful, articulate and with great family members support should have every opportunity to succeed well
in lifestyle, yet it seems they appear to go from problem to challenge and internal struggles. I enjoyed the
book to a certain extent I enjoyed the book to a certain extent. I didn't just like the method that she
hinted that things were easier on her behalf because she was beautiful and well off. And she replied! among
the absolutely top books for Aspies to understand THEMSELVES and the world I have read just about
every publication on Aspberger's and autism. This is a actual standout as it truly describes what being truly
a female Aspie is normally. How do I know? I'm old enough to be her mother and I am an Aspie. Although I
have not had all of the trials and tribulations she has experienced, there's so much I could identify with. I

happen to have just turned 30, and wished to do some research on the problem. If one is not an Aspie
maybe this book wouldn't normally be understood --this isn't a reserve for parents or clinicians or teachers.
Off the nearly 400 books I've read and regarded, I consider this among the very best 5 for Aspies to
learn; for them to experience a kinship She will a great work with describing what Neurotypicals are and



perform -- that might be helpful as we Aspies are constantly trying to comprehend NTs. Been highlighting
completely (Kindle edition). Yes, she does use some conditions that are British; but she does explain them.
Lastly, her writing style is so Aspie-like. Yes, we have great powers of concentration;. I believe each
chapter starts by making very clear what that chapter is approximately. Learning myself better Michelle's
publication is one of several biographies and educational books on Aspergers I've been reading since my
medical diagnosis in October. I can relate so much to the burnout encounters at the job that she
describes, and several many other points.. For any Aspie young lady or girl out there who would like to feel
that she is not alone in her experiences and find out about the problem from a fellow spectrum person,
strongly suggested!. Thank you Michelle! They ring so true to me and reflect my very own experience
growing up with autism (Aspergers) but lacking a formal diagnosis.
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